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INTRODUCTION

The United States healthcare system is the "most heavily regulated enterprise in the world."¹ The extensive and ever-changing composition of this regulation "arises from an unruly mix of state and federal agencies and mutations of statutes and common-law doctrines."² It is a system inundated by the breadth and interaction of the various tiers of regulations that implicate all domains of healthcare and health law.³ Health law components, from a public health perspective, can be summarized into health quality, autonomy, access, and cost.⁴ Although well intended, to promulgate laws for the benefit of the public's health, regulation can often have an opposite effect on healthcare service domains of quality, autonomy, access, and cost.⁵ Regulation resulting in healthcare outcomes opposite of legislative intent is most readily evident for rehabilitation services within the post-acute healthcare segment.⁶ Within a highly regulated environment with limited quality outcomes to show for the rising cost of services provided, the value of post-acute rehabilitation services may seem questionable.⁷

Post-acute rehabilitation services are provisioned to facilitate patient physical, occupational, speech, language, swallowing, and/or, cognitive limitation recovery to the maximum of the patients' potential with Medicare remaining as the largest payer of rehabilitation services.⁸ Designed to constrain post-acute entity setting costs, post-acute care services regulation has influenced rehabilitation services delivery in ways that may not be in the best interest of the patient, nor clinically meaningful.⁹ Post-acute regulation's manipulation of rehabilitation services delivery injects challenges into salient evaluation of the true value of the services provided.¹⁰ Most palpably evident regulatory influencers being 75%, now 60%, and 3-hour therapy rules for Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities (IRF), 3 day prior hospitalization and 720 minute therapy RUG IV category for Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF), 4 visit therapy Low Utilization Payment Adjustment (LUPA) for home health agencies (HH), and 25 day length of stay requirement for Long Term Care Hospitals (LTACH).¹¹¹² However, these are just a few
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among the many stringent regulations that have incentivized fee-for-service behaviors and distracted from clinical decision-making.

Because post-acute rehabilitation services have been easily manipulated by fee-for-service regulation incentives, it will be significantly impacted as post-acute regulation shifts to value-based care. In the shift from fee-for-service to value-driven care, there will be a substantial effect on current post-acute business models via reduction in utilization of therapies and diminishment of direct rehabilitation services impact in functional improvement outcomes and reimbursement. Through the lens of healthcare quality, autonomy, access, and cost, this analysis will explore industry behavior and provide considerations in response to this value-based regulatory change.

**POST-ACUTE CARE REHABILITATION SERVICES**

The current Prospective Payment System (PPS) Fee-for-Service (FFS) reimbursement model within all post-acute entities is driven by the quantity of services provided, predominately rehabilitation services. Prior to delving into analysis, it is important to first define the disciplines that encompass rehabilitation services and the post-acute entities in which these services are provided.

Rehabilitation services can be classified as provision of physical (PT), occupational (OT), and speech language pathology (SLP) therapy. Physical therapy services target evaluation and treatment of functional limitations to "prevent the onset and/or slow the progression of physical impairments after illness or injury." Occupational therapy services target therapeutic use of occupations to assess and treat physical, cognitive, psychosocial, sensory-perceptual performance in a variety of contexts. While speech language pathology services assess and treat "speech, language, social communication, cognitive-communication, and swallowing disorders." All therapy disciplines work under physicians order as deemed medically necessary to facilitate maximum functional recovery for patients served. Therapists must document medical necessity of the services they provide. To add further regulatory complexity, it must also be noted, that therapeutic medical necessity is defined differently per each state statute.
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Physical, occupational, and speech language pathology services are provided within all post-acute healthcare entities. Post-acute healthcare services are categorized by the Centers of Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) as services provided within Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF), Inpatient Rehabilitation Hospitals (IRF), Home Health Agencies (HH), and Long Term Acute Care Hospitals (LTACH). All entities are highly regulated with SNFs often noted to have significant regulation second only to the nuclear power industry. Regulation for these post-acute entities has not facilitated its intended outcomes, primarily due to its driving structure.

The PPS FFS model incentivized all post-acute entities to increase utilization of rehabilitation services thereby facilitating overpayment for all entities, generating increased length of stay, reducing access, and swelling utilization of services. Regulation, although well intended, often results in unintended industry outcomes. This intense regulatory burden is juxtaposed with providers being unable to produce consistent value or quality outcomes, reduced ability for patients to access services, and spending on post-acute care to have "doubled over the last decade." This is evident through analysis of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 PPS FFS regulatory model influence on post-acute rehabilitation services industry behavior compared to the currently unfolding behavioral response to subsequent legislation post Patient Protection and Affordable Care (PPACA) Act.

POST-ACUTE CARE (PAC) PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM (PPS)

The United States Center of Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) defines post-acute settings as skilled nursing facilities (SNF), home health agencies (HH), inpatient rehabilitation facilities (IRF), and long-term acute care hospitals (LTACH). Each entity operates under a unique payment system that pays different amounts for the care provided. The current prospective payment system for each entity is important to review to understand the regulatory drivers that spawned the increase in services and over-delivery of care.

PAC PPS Fee-for Service (FFS) Payment Model: Regulatory Infrastructure

Regulatory reimbursement structures for all post-acute entities are concentrated within Fee-for-Service (FFS) model or Prospective Payment System (PPS). PPS was further authorized under the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997 and the subsequent Refinement Act of 1999 (Public Law 106-113). SNF/HH entities transitioned to PPS in 1997 and IRF/LTCH entities in 2002. The Act contained "the most sweeping changes in payment policy for Medicare post-acute care (PAC) services in a single piece of legislation." Although driven by fee-for-service and the provision of rehabilitation services, PAC entity systems vary widely in key components such as "the unit of payment, timing of implementation, and fiscal stringency." These idiosyncratic PAC PPS assessment instruments and different payment systems are as follows: Outcome and Assessment Information Set (OASIS) for Home Health (HH), Minimum Data Set (MDS) for Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF), IRF-Patient Assessment Instrument (IRF-PAI) for Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities (IRF), and Continuity Assessment and Record and Evaluation Data Set (CARE) for Long-Term Acute Care Hospitals (LTACH). Each instrument and payment model has unique documentation, scoring, reimbursement, and transmittal requirements in which provider comprehension is not inherent. Rehabilitation therapy services are provided within all entities and have been especially sensitive to these regulatory changes as therapy services receive a substantially higher reimbursement incentive.

PAC PPS Industry Behavior

The PPS FFS regulatory structure facilitated pressures to increase overpayment in post-acute facilities driving industry changes in rehabilitation services delivery. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Health and Human Services Office of the Inspector General (OIG), Department of Justice (DOJ), and state regulatory agencies have conducted investigations, identified concerns regarding utilization of rehabilitation services, and written numerous reports urging for regulatory change for all post-acute entities. The PPS FFS model influenced industry behavior via incentivizing all post-acute entities to increase rehabilitation services utilization, readily observed in IRF, SNF, and HH entities.
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The primary distinction between inpatient rehabilitation hospitals and other post-acute settings is the therapeutic intensity provided, generally "requiring at least 3 hours of therapy per day, 5 days per week." Patients are required to actively participate in ongoing therapy of at least two different disciplines, one of which must be either Physical (PT) or Occupational Therapy (OT). Thus, patient admission and IRF stay is driven by rehabilitation utilization and participation threshold. In a report, the OIG determined that inpatient rehabilitation hospitals kept some patients who were "unsuited for intensive therapy for extended periods of time." The report provided further guidance that inpatient rehabilitation hospitals should not admit patients who are unable to benefit from intensive rehabilitation services.

Skilled Nursing Facilities classify rehabilitation services through the Resource Utilization Group, Version IV (RUG-IV) system that determines both rehabilitation intensity and SNF reimbursement levels. Generally, 80% of short-term skilled Medicare residents in SNFs receive physical, occupational, and/or speech therapy. In a 2010 report, the OIG indicated that SNFs commonly misreported information pertaining to therapy on the MDS. The majority of SNF claims were "up-coded for ultrahigh therapy and therapists were pressured to provide more minutes of therapy for patients." In a 2012 report, the OIG identified numerous problems with SNF claim submissions that included improper therapy billing to obtain additional Medicare payments. The OIG even advised that, therapists should not have a financial relationship with the SNF that may influence decision making in determining the amount of therapy needed throughout a beneficiary's stay. As pertains to the RUG-IV system, the American Health Care Association (AHCA) president and CEO indicated that CMS created and oversaw, "a system that is heavily focused on therapy" and now is "complaining about the inevitable result that it would create."

The home health reimbursement structure is also driven by rehabilitation utilization. In 2011, the US Senate Finance Committee released a report on therapy utilization in home health indicating that "managers encouraged therapists to meet a 10-visit target that would have increased their

payments, developed programs to target most profitable Medicare therapy treatment patterns, instructed employees to increase the number of therapy visits to increase the case mix and revenue." In 2012, OIG indicated that Medicare inappropriately paid "$5 million for home health claims" with one of every four HHAs exceeding threshold for unusually high billing for services.

Numerous post-acute providers have been identified in submitting false claims with accusations around providing rehabilitation services that were not medically skilled, reasonable, or necessary. Kindred Healthcare Inc. settled with U.S. Department of Justice resolving claims under False Claims Act for $125 million being accused of submitting Medicare reimbursement claims for rehabilitation therapy services that were "not skilled, reasonable, and/or medically necessary." The Department of Justice intervened on false claims suits against HCR Manor Care, the skilled nursing rehabilitation provider, for providing medically unnecessary therapy. Inpatient Rehabilitation Hospital provider, HealthSouth, settled with Department of Justice at $325 million for submitting improper billing claims for rehabilitation services. Genesis Healthcare settled with the DOJ for 52.7 million for improper billing of therapy. Home Health Agency (HHA), Amedisys, agreed to pay $150 million to resolve false claims act allegations for billing Medicare for rehabilitation services that were not reasonable or necessary. These are just a few of the copious reports, cases, and settlements demonstrating post-acute rehabilitation market behavior in response to regulatory incentives. The regulatory structure has driven post-acute market behavior that has impacted public health domains of quality, autonomy, access, and cost.

**PPS Quality Impact**

The PAC PPS regulatory infrastructure has had unintended impact on quality outcomes found to be evident in federal government reports for all PAC entities. These unintended outcomes are most evident within limited functional improvement correlation with total amount of services provided and limited overall quality outcomes data. For example, despite an increase in rehabilitation services delivery within post-acute entities, there are limited functional improvement outcomes measures that show a correlation. In a study comparing outcomes between Medicare and Medicare Advantage (MA) patients with hip fracture, "MA patients had
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fewer minutes of rehabilitation therapy after hip fracture," but experienced lower rates of hospital readmission and "higher rates of successful discharge to the community than did similar FFS patients." The lack of a correlation between the amounts of therapy with patient outcomes has implications for clinical recommendations and regulations regarding the amount of therapy required and reimbursed.  

Additionally, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) reported that patient therapy increased without significant changes or correlation to the acuteness or complexity of the conditions of admitted patients. MedPAC reported that between "2002 and 2012, SNF days that were classified into rehabilitation case-mix groups increased from 78 percent to 93 percent while the share of intensive therapy days as a share of total rose from 29 percent to 77 percent with the increase in most intensive therapy days (18 percent) far outpacing the changes in patient acuity." This MedPAC finding demonstrates that therapeutic intensity was influenced by regulation rather than patient driven clinical need. This rehabilitation industry behavior was also observed within home health agencies. Home health episodes with "ten or more therapy visits received higher payment from 2001 to 2007, influencing the number of industry episodes with ten therapy visits to grow." In contrast, CMS changed therapy payment to "lower payments for episodes with ten to thirteen therapy visits in 2008 while increasing payments for six-nine and fourteen or more visits which thus generated fewer episodes with ten visits and more episodes with between six-nine and fourteen or more visits," resulting in the largest one year shift in HH agency therapy volume since PPS implementation. Regulation has incentivized altered or increased service delivery however this has not been correlated with improved patient functional outcomes. In addition, there is limited quality information demonstrating value of post-acute rehabilitation services provided. Each PAC entity has a different functional assessment tool: MDS, IRF-PAI, OASIS, and CARE. There is not a uniform functional assessment to measure patient improvement across PAC settings. Thus, these functional tool disparities impact quality through "care fragmentation, unsafe care transitions, and inability to determine the most cost-effective” post-acute care settings for patient discharge. Value has been regulated and assessed


with fee-for-service mindset, stringently articulating; when therapy should be initiated, how much should be provided, preponderance of group/concurrent, utilization of therapy extenders, use of adjunct therapists, minimum number of therapy hours per day." All of these regulatory specifications do not have clinical best practices to support them. Thus, with an increase in utilization with emphasis upon total therapy minutes provided, there has been diminished industry clinical or quality outcome focus. Diminished and conflicting clinical support surrounding PAC catalyzes nonclinical regulatory factors to have a predominant role in decision-making.

**PPS Autonomy Impact**

The PAC PPS regulatory infrastructure has had unintended impact on patient autonomy. Regulation has emphasized the importance of patient choice surrounding post-acute care. Patient choice is handicapped by hospitals limited ability to provide assistance with decision-making and scarce resources available to facilitate knowledgeable decisions surrounding post-acute rehabilitation services utilization.

Regulation is in place to ensure patients have a choice in the selection of post-acute rehabilitation services. Social Security statutes guarantee Medicare patients the right to choose their own providers. Medicare Conditions of Participation also indicate that hospitals "must not specify or otherwise limit the qualified providers that are available to the patient." It therefore would be a conflict of interest for hospital employees to influence patients to utilize post-acute providers affiliated with the hospital for example. Because of this, many hospital legal departments have instructed employees to err on the side of caution by providing patients little guidance or recommendation surrounding selection of post-acute services. Frequently, patients are provided a list of all post-acute services within a geographic radius and thus care decisions are made based on location or facility appearance. Limited healthcare provider guidance during a stressful time constrained decision making period has implications for successful
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rehabilitation outcomes and discharge to previous living situation.\textsuperscript{76} Patient choice of post-acute provider is an empowering responsibility however patients have been provided with scarce outcome information, therefore limiting autonomy in making well informed decisions about their care.

**PPS Access Impact**

The PAC PPS regulatory infrastructure has had an unintended impact on PAC access. Access is defined as the "timely use of individual PAC rehabilitation services to achieve the best possible outcomes."\textsuperscript{77} Post-acute rehabilitation access has been crippled by PPS post-acute admission regulatory requirements and length of stay incentives.\textsuperscript{78}

Post-acute rehabilitation access is impacted by PPS post-acute admission regulatory requirements. Some regulatory admission requirements that impeded access are the 3-day hospital-stay prior to admission to SNF for Medicare coverage. Patients are not able to access short-term skilled nursing care or rehabilitation services unless they have a prior hospital stay of "no fewer than three consecutive days pursuant to section 1861(i)."\textsuperscript{79} In addition, regardless of patient clinical need, the SNF admission must also occur within 30-days of the three-day hospital stay hospital discharge. There is no clinical basis for this abstract rule that impedes the ability of patients to access short-term skilled nursing rehabilitation services. Home health also has admission requirements that impeded patient access such as the homebound definition and start of care clinician designation rules.\textsuperscript{80} Not only do clinicians have challenges in determining and documenting homebound status surrounding intermittent/part time designation, it seems that so do the Centers of Medicare and Medicaid Services and the Office of the Inspector General.\textsuperscript{81,82}

CMS published the Clarification to Benefit Policy Manual surrounding the confined to home definition in 2011 in which the OIG later established that the confined to home definition was closer to the statute than the policy.\textsuperscript{83,84} This determination affects whether a patient will be able to receive home health care services. Therapists and patients alike are wedged within the conflicting regulatory deluge of home health qualification that ultimately impacts access to services. In addition, access is reduced by specifications as to which therapy disciplines are allowed to conduct the initial assessment and first comprehensive OASIS Start of Care (SOC) to
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develop the plan of care. Medicare Conditions of Participation indicate that for patients with orders for both nursing and rehabilitation therapy, only a registered nurse may conduct the initial assessment visit (484.55(a)(1)) and for patients with orders for only rehabilitation services, occupational therapy cannot establish initial eligibility for the Medicare home health benefit 484.55(a)(2). Thus, occupational therapists are excluded or unable to conduct patient start of care services (SOC) that essentially initiates or provides patient access to home health services. These home health regulations are not clinically based and impact timely access to services. Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility admission regulatory requirements also have "promulgated rules that limit access to inpatient rehabilitation facilities such as the so called 75% rule and local coverage determinations." All post-acute entities have regulations that impact timely access to post-acute rehabilitation services. Concerns about PAC rehabilitation access are compounded by the lack of clear evidence about which entity is appropriate for which types of patients.

With PPS regulatory incentive to influence overall patient length of stay, access is impacted. For Long-Term Acute Care Hospital (LTACH), the "short-stay outlier payment policy created a strong financial incentive for long-term care hospitals to time patient discharges to maximize reimbursement." Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF) time patient discharges to maximize reimbursement as CMS covers 100 days of patient stay with first 20 days fully covered. Home health agencies have also been found to time discharges to maximize reimbursement. Under PPS, home health patients must receive a minimum of four physical, occupational, or speech therapy visits during a 60-day episode for full amount, thus providing financial incentives for home health agencies to time length of stay. Although, there is wide variation in utilization due local practice regulations, length of stay regulatory manipulation has impacted patient access. PAC PPS has unintended impact on the access domain most readily observed with pre-admission requirements and length of stay both of which are influenced by regulation rather than clinical decision making.

85 CFR 409.42(c)(4)
**PPS Cost Impact**

The PAC PPS regulatory infrastructure has had an unintended impact on the cost domain. The Medicare regulatory reimbursement structure placed a premium on therapy hours, which incentivized increased provision of services, therefore has had unintended PAC cost impact. When Congress made post-acute entities exempt from acute care Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) Prospective Payment System (PPS), it allowed for continued post-acute fee-for-service payment practices and proliferated post-acute facilities and the therapy profession.

All post-acute entities across the United States saw a sharp rise in cost and spending. PPS FFS spending on skilled nursing facilities "increased sharply in 2011, reflecting CMS adjustment for implementation of resource utilization groups version IV beginning October 2010." Home healthcare spending rose rapidly under the PPS, increasing "about 10 percent per year between 2001 and 2009." Between 2000 and 2013, HHA grew by 68% prompting HHS to impose a moratorium on agency enrollment within the states of Illinois, Michigan, Florida, and Texas. Because "home health PPS rewards the provision of therapy," the proportion of visits with "therapy rose from 9% to 26% over 1997 to 2003." The number of "Medicare FFS IRF cases grew rapidly throughout the 1990s and the early years of the IRF prospective payment system with payments per IRF case rising, on average, 1.9 percent per year between 2008 and 2014 and payments per case growing 2.6 percent between 2014 and 2015." About "42% of Medicare fee-for-service patients" were discharged to a PAC setting after hospitalization in 2013. Between 2001 and 2013, Medicare spending on PAC, both facility-based and in-home, "doubled from $29 billion to $59 billion per year and has grown faster than most other major Medicare spending categories." CMS has developed an interactive map entitled, "Market Saturation and Utilization Map" that allows for physical and occupational therapy selection as a drop down
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option. The interactive map allows for visualization of extreme values. For example, increased saturation of therapists may demonstrate potential fraud, waste, and abuse within post-acute rehabilitation service delivery. These misaligned financial incentives embedded in the fee-for-service reimbursement model facilitate increased utilization of rehabilitation services without focus on value which results in higher overall spending without a correlation in outcomes improvement. PPS regulation, although well intended, bred "gaming of the system." This has resulted in unintended industry impact on quality autonomy, access, and cost. Because post-acute rehabilitation services have been easily manipulated by the fee-for-service regulation incentives, it will be significantly impacted as post-acute regulation shifts to value-based care.

**POST-ACUTE CARE (PAC) VALUE-BASED PAYMENT MODEL**

The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) developed the Triple AIM in 2008 as guidance for improvement in healthcare via simultaneous focus upon: patient experience, population health, and reduction in cost. The triple aim framework, targeting the best care of the whole population at the lowest cost, is tangible through the subsequent promulgation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) of 2010, also known as the Affordable Care Act (ACA). This legislation set into motion a cascade of regulations that intend post-acute service delivery to shift to a value-based model. Service delivery value is defined as the health outcomes achieved per dollar spent, thus value is not in the volume of service delivered.

Realizing a system of value for the population while driving out waste has become the overarching goal of healthcare reform. The regulatory system will be reviewed to understand the levers that will diminish rehabilitation service utilization and its direct impact on functional improvement outcomes, reimbursement.
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Value-based Payment Model: Regulatory Infrastructure

The ACA focuses upon increasing value by improving quality and reducing cost. The Act therefore propagates subsequent legislation and an array of value-based delivery payment models. Within the value-based regulatory models, post-acute rehabilitation services will swing from focus on the amount of services provided to accountability and demonstrating outcomes achieved through service delivery.

Subsequent ACA legislation such as Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA) of 2014, Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation Act (IMPACT Act) of 2014, Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA), and Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 will affect post-acute rehabilitation services. PAMA incorporates value-based systems such as the SNF 30-day all-cause re-hospitalization initiative. The IMPACT Act is bipartisan legislation with the purpose to improve value by establishing PAC uniform reporting requirements. It focuses on standardizing clinical data and assessments across post-acute entities by developing new quality measures, and facilitating the comparison of outcomes among providers and settings to generate infrastructure for future site-neutral payment reforms. It delineates development of a post-acute site-neutral payment structure under the guidance of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC). In addition, the Quality Payment Program Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) under MACRA provides clinicians with final quality score that will be made available to the public. Physical, Occupational, and Speech Language Pathologists will be deemed eligible providers effective 2019. Initially many therapists will be excluded due to setting and volume thresholds. Also, the Bipartisan Budget Act permanently repeals the Medicare Part B therapy cap, outlines specifications for utilization of therapy assistants (reimburses 85% which is similar to physician assistants), and

122 H.R. 4994 Public Law 113-185 42 USC 1305
eliminates use of therapy thresholds within home health. With further legislation eliminating rehabilitation services as drivers of reimbursement, associations such as the AOTA are stressing that rehabilitation services should still remain an essential component of post-acute care delivery.

All value-based delivery models will have an impact on post-acute rehabilitation services delivery. A component of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS), The Innovation Center, was added by ACA Section 3021 and trials innovative value-based payment and delivery models. Some of these models that will have a significant impact are Bundled Payments for Care Improvement Initiative (BPCI), Merit Based Payment System (MIPS), Medicare Advantage, Next Generation ACO Models, and Patient Centered Medical Home. All models focus on interdisciplinary-shared accountability for patient outcomes tied to reimbursement. The Accountable Care Organization (ACO), for example, is an integrated group of care providers that are responsible for providing cost-efficient, high quality care. The Patient Driven Payment Model (PDPM) will impact skilled nursing and the Patient Driven Grouper Model (PDGM) will impact home health rehabilitation services delivery. The site-neutral payment model will reimburse post-acute care entities for Medicare patients based on their clinical needs, not on the peculiarities of individual post-acute settings nor the total amount of therapy services provided. Many of the noted value-based models alter how rehabilitative care is delivered by "integrating different levels of care and creating uniform quality metrics to access quality and efficiency." All of the above will require post-acute rehabilitation services to increase interdisciplinary/inter-entity collaboration with demonstration of their value for improved service delivery outcomes. In the move from fee-for-service to quality driven care, there will be a substantial disruption of current post-acute business models via reduction in utilization of therapies and diminishment of direct rehabilitation services impact in functional improvement outcomes and reimbursement.
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**Value-based Payment Model: Emerging Industry Behavior**

As regulation transitions from a fee-for-service to value-based model, emerging industry momentum is surrounding professional education on awareness of fraud, waste, and abuse. The APTA indicates that regulatory "compliance is the key to preventing payment cuts and reducing the regulatory burden." Industry awareness and education activity is most evident via review of the strategic plans and public policy agendas of the physical (APTA), occupational (AOTA), and speech language pathology (ASHA) professional practice associations.

Establishing professional compliance and advocacy education infrastructure has been of focus particularly in response to the Office of Inspector General (OIG) findings of post-acute rehabilitation industry fraud, waste, and abuse. Medicare has put particular emphasis on therapy in its efforts to "root out fraud and abuse and recover ill-spent tax dollars" when "aggregate numbers suggest fraud and abuse is a problem in therapy." Each professional organization has provided educational resources about industry fraud waste and abuse. APTA indicates, "plenty of good therapists don't realize that they're inadvertently guilty of abuse and waste when they make billing, coding, and documentation errors." The APTA warned via webinar, that therapists in home health agencies "should stay aware that if agencies are pushing a specific number of visits for different patients, that should be a warning sign to you." The American Speech Language Hearing Association (ASHA) public policy agenda, the organization that represents speech language pathologists, intends to "advocate for productivity standards – ethical practice." The American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) released an advisory opinion emphasizing that practitioners have "ethical and legal duty to be vigilant in knowing standards and regulations." The American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) launched an integrity in-practice campaign and established a primer for physical therapists on preventing fraud, waste, and abuse. In collaboration with the National Association of Long Term Care, all of the rehabilitation professional organizations released a consensus statement on clinical
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judgment. The statement referred readers to professional ethics, Medicare guidelines, and provided compliance education. These association efforts with focus on compliance are in response to fee-for-service industry behaviors. However, they do not demonstrate poised response to current value-based care driven reimbursement models. The value-driven payment model should unleash rapid industry focus not only on compliance but also on rapid innovation and best practice determination. Post-acute business model rehabilitation service delivery change levers will be further analyzed through the lens of quality, autonomy, access, and cost.

**PAC Value-based Quality Impact**

The PAC value-based regulatory infrastructure intends industry focus on improved outcomes rather than the amount of rehabilitation services provided. Post-acute rehabilitation type and intensity has been influenced by non-clinical factors, "especially Medicare's method of payment," which has caused "wide variation in the use of therapies" with lack of evidence on what rehabilitation services are appropriate, for what types of patients, and in which post-acute setting. As a result, value-based regulation will diminish direct rehabilitation services impact on functional improvement outcomes and reimbursement.

Value-based models focus on measurable outcomes at a reduced overall cost. Because of the focus on amount of service provision and disparate functional scoring measures, post-acute rehabilitation functional outcomes have had limited measurement and substantial differences in practice within and between entities. This makes it challenging to identify the value, "outcome per dollar spent," of the services provided. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) indicates that service delivery should be evidenced based and should not "vary illogically from
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clinician to clinician or from place to place." The IOM recommends standardized measures with shared accountability among an interdisciplinary team of providers. Because post-acute rehabilitation performance measurement has been provider-based, related to care setting regulation incentives, rather than patient based, quality and outcomes have been left unmeasured and with no one accountable. For example, of 2.3 million Medicare beneficiaries who received rehabilitation services, only 1 in 3 patients reported improvement in functioning. Not demonstrating outcomes is a "vexing issue for therapists" in that in value-based models such as bundling; provider participation is limited to demonstrated high quality outcome providers.

A standardized functional assessment across post-acute entities is thought to improve the ability to measure value. CMS contracted with the RAND Corporation to develop and implement, as delineated by the IMPACT Act of 2014, a standardized assessment tool to harmonize disparate scoring methods and PAC payment. The standardized assessment tool, labeled the Continuity Assessment and Record Evaluation (CARE), has guiding principles of data uniformity, interoperability, and ability to survey patient outcomes longitudinally across multiple levels of care. Patient rehabilitation quality will no longer be defined as the availability of therapists and amount of therapy services provided at the PAC entity but rather by functional outcomes as scored on CARE Tool GG item set by interdisciplinary teams, comprised not only of therapists. Thus, therapists will need to enhance assessment skills, interdisciplinary communication, and alignment of clinical practices. The CARE Tool will also replace the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation
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(UDSMR) in which "many of the new indicators show a higher rate of patients with maximum function (and, therefore, lower IRF needs)." Standardizing functional score reporting across PAC settings via the CARE Tool will assist with determining value as defined by improvement of functional outcomes.

Fee-for-service models elevated therapy services as the driver of reimbursement through service provision rather than the resulting outcomes. In the value-based models, rehabilitation services will have diminished impact on direct reimbursement and reduction of services if value outcomes cannot be determined. Therapy impact on revenue will require interdisciplinary entity collaboration and the ability to prove outcomes captured through CARE Tool GG item set scores and standardized assessments. Standardized assessment and outcomes are crucial in that regulation is incentivizing PAC leaders not to provide therapy. Unfortunately, within post-acute rehabilitation, "we know little about the "active ingredients" of rehabilitation delineating which types of patients are best suited for which setting so that optimal rehabilitation outcomes are achieved at a reduced cost." Because capturing outcome measures has long been a "largely unrealized aspiration of physical therapists," much more needs to be learned regarding the optimal dose of therapy services, "taking into context the prognosis, symptom burden, endurance, and a realistic anticipated benefit from therapy." It will also be important to identify the "threshold at which therapy interventions are unlikely to enhance life or reverse the natural course of decline associated with terminal illness." The APTA indicates that rehabilitation services "survival in value-based payment models will be dependent on standardized data, the use of data to inform and drive practice, adopt clinical practice guidelines/protocols, and the eradication of unwarranted variability in practice." It emphasizes that the, "wide variation in practice both in the intensity as well as the type of services delivered
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must be eliminated.”\textsuperscript{168} The APTA further indicates that, if therapy specifies and demonstrates its role in reducing re-hospitalizations, returning patients to the community with less risk, supporting patients ability to remain in their home and engage in community, rehabilitation services will be a valuable component in care.\textsuperscript{169}

The value-based regulatory reimbursement structure will heighten pressures to identify value and reduce cost in post-acute facilities that will drive significant industry changes in rehabilitation service delivery. The PAC standardized measures intend to assist with more clearly delineating the effectiveness of post-acute services to help cost containment efforts in ways that "maximally minimize the loss of meaningful clinical services."\textsuperscript{170} These PAC standardized quality outcomes information will be made available to patients, which will further impact post-acute facility business models and care delivery.

**PAC Value-based Autonomy Impact**

PAC Value-based regulation will impact patient and therapist autonomy. Patients will have more information to make educated decisions about their care and their providers.\textsuperscript{171} PAC interdisciplinary outcomes will be made transparent to assist patients in patient choice of post-acute care rehabilitation services providers. There will also be reduced therapist autonomy in regards to their direct impact on functional scores and PAC reimbursement.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) established a star rating system for post-acute care providers. Nursing Home Compare, a web-based report card, "details quality of care at all CMS-certified nursing homes."\textsuperscript{172} Although consumers had a positive reaction, its utilization appeared limited by "lack of trust of the data."\textsuperscript{173} In addition, the quality measures are currently inadequate "one size fits all patients" measures.\textsuperscript{174} For example, prior to July 2016, only 3 of 11 quality measures used to generate Nursing Home Quality Domain five-star ranking were pertinent to short-stay rehabilitation patients.\textsuperscript{175} In addition, nursing home compare does


not indicate what proportion of the facilities patient population is short stay rehabilitation versus long stay chronic care. Currently, patients have had little autonomy in making educated decisions in determining which provider specializes in particular type of service. With value-based purchasing comes increased standardized outcome data that will improve patient autonomy in care decision-making. As more data is made available, the CMS compare websites are evolving with Nursing Home Compare Plus, allowing for patients and their families to create their own composite.\footnote{Mukamel, DB et. al. (2016). \textit{When Patient Customize Nursing Home Ratings, Choices and Rankings Differ from the Government's Version.} Health Affairs (Millwood) 35(4): 714-9. doi: 10.1377/hthaiff.2015.1340.} In addition, as organizations are held accountable for outcomes patient autonomy/choice may appear to paradoxically undermine hospitals ability to respond that accountability.\footnote{Tyler, D. et. al. (2017). \textit{Patients are not given quality-of-care data about skilled nursing facilities when discharged from hospitals.} Health Affairs (Millwood) 36(8): 1385-1391. doi: 10.1377/hthaiff.2017.0155.} Sharing data with patients that includes but is not limited to data on quality measures should be utilized to assist patients with educated autonomy.\footnote{Tyler, D. et. al. (2017). \textit{Patients are not given quality-of-care data about skilled nursing facilities when discharged from hospitals.} Health Affairs (Millwood) 36(8): 1385-1391. doi: 10.1377/hthaiff.2017.0155.} The tools provided to patients and families to assist in decisions surrounding their post-acute rehabilitation services will assist in identifying higher quality outcome providers.\footnote{Medicare Payment Advisory Committee. (2018). \textit{Encouraging Medicare Beneficiaries to Use Higher Quality Post-Acute Care Providers.} Report to the Congress: Medicare and the Health Care Delivery System. Retrieved from: http://www.medpac.gov/docs/default-source/reports/jun18_ch5_medpacreport_sec.pdf?sfvrsn=0}


\textbf{PAC Value-based Access Impact}

Post-acute value-based regulation will impact post-acute rehabilitation services access via incentivized reduction in rehabilitation services utilization and diminishment of therapy impact functional outcome that will be seen across PAC entities.

Effective October 2019, Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF) will be operating under the Patient Driven Payment Model (PDPM), developed via CMS contract with ACUMEN, which will impact PAC business models and provide disincentive for rehabilitation services provision.\footnote{Acumen (2018). \textit{Skilled Nursing Facilities Patient Driven Payment Model Technical Report.} Retrieved from: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/SNFPPS/Downloads/PDPM_Technical_Report_508.pdf} PDPM eliminates RUG-IV thresholds model that provided incentive for therapy provision and
did not allow for adequate capture of patient clinical characteristics. The American Health Care Association (AHCA) President and CEO expressed concern regarding the "tone of the Patient-Driven Payment Model (PDPM) and many of the specific comments related to therapy" which criticize skilled nursing providers for providing therapy. The model also sets "an arbitrary 25%" combined limit on concurrent and group therapy. When therapy associations advocated either removing or raising the cap, CMS refused specifically pointing to the potential for fraud or gaming of the system. Taylor Pickett of Omega Healthcare Investors (NYSE: OHI) indicated that, "I think operating margins are likely to improve just because of ability to do 25% group and concurrent." Increased industry shifts in use and abuse of group/concurrent therapy without clinical support will impact rehabilitation quality and signal program compliance issues that may warrant further investigation. CMS intends to closely monitor therapy PAC provider behavior of therapy minutes provided via use of MDS Section O. Thus, therapy access will be limited if PAC therapy provider decision making is predicated on the notion that businesses will continue to utilize financial incentives as the basis for patient care. PDPM is an opportunity to apply learning from the number of false claims settlements with numerous therapy providers that utilize financial incentives as the basis of patient care decision-making.

Effective January 2020, home health will be operating under the Patient Driven Groupings Model (PDGM), which will impact business models and provide disincentive for rehabilitation services provision. CMS indicates that the redesign of the home health payment system encourages value over volume and removes incentives to provide unnecessary care. The legislation also reduces home health billing from a 60-day-episode to 30-day-episode. Some of the rationale behind this, along with the CMS groupings model, is the elimination of the

therapy threshold, deemed as an incentive for providers to overprovide therapy. Early industry commentary indicates that this regulation will "discourage taking patients needing complex care and necessary therapy or services after first 30-day period." Home health reimbursement will be adjusted based on five characteristics, one being the functional level (low, medium, or high impairment) of the patient however the therapy component in clinical groupings is not adequately represented. In the model currently, dysfunction related to communication/cognition is not a factor in determining functional levels will impact speech language pathology access and adequate clinical classification of patients. PDPM and PDGM shift away from service provision to services characteristics and will diminish therapy direct impact on quality functional outcomes and reimbursement.

**PAC Value-based Cost Impact**

Post-Acute Value-based Care will have a significant cost impact on rehabilitation service delivery model through utilization of therapies and diminishment of direct rehabilitation services impact on functional improvement outcomes and reimbursement.

Diminishment in utilization of therapies could become reality if "providers continue to utilize financial considerations as the basis for care planning decisions." The Medicare Advisory Payment Advisory Committee (MedPAC) defined rehabilitation as an "over-valued service" and recommends reducing payment as high as 3.8%. Early statements from the industry indicate that with minutes being eliminated as driver of reimbursement, skilled nursing facilities will see
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a "significant decrease in therapy," because for many patients, "it doesn't make sense." In the current model, skilled facilities do "80-90% therapy-type residents and only 10% medically complex" while under PDPM it the mix will be "more of a 60-40 or 50-50 split which is a significant decrease in therapy." Under PDPM, facilities are also incentivized for reduced length of stay. If a patient is not discharged from the SNF setting within 20 days, PT/OT component has a decreased payment by 2% every seven days beginning day 21, which is essentially less than three dollars per day after 30 day base payment includes therapy. PDGM also incentivates for reduced length of stay. PDGM and Bipartisan Budget Act reduces home health billing from 60-day-episode to 30-day-episode in which Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation PT/OT/ST and Neuro/Stroke Rehabilitation PT/OT/SLP are only groupings that specify increased need for therapy. To control cost, post-acute providers will need to provide high quality outcomes rather than isolated response to regulatory disincentives.

Providers have often indicated that they, "practice according to how we are paid." This statement is most clearly reflected in that many large therapy providers have recently settled for providing unnecessary rehabilitation services under the fee-for-service model. Thus, mere absolute industry compliance with current regulation would result in the diminishment of rehabilitation services. MedPAC also indicated PAC provider trends of "maximizing revenues by taking advantage of payment system rules and shortcomings." Reimbursement models seeks to reduce heterogeneous patterns of care that often show overutilization of low-value care with measuring, comparing, and reporting outcomes a crucial step towards making good choices about reducing costs.

REGULATION SHIFT ANALYSIS: KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Post-Acute Rehabilitation value-based regulation quality, autonomy, access, and cost shifts will impact every layer of industry behavior from the individual clinician to the hospital executive.

Individual Therapist

The clinical behavior of the individual therapist plays a crucial role in the viability of therapy in value-based care models. The shift from volume to value-based care will require therapists to take accountability for their clinical decision-making and ownership of their clinical profession.


Clinicians will need to take accountability for their professional decision-making such as the outcomes achieved and documentation of all services provided. Therapists have "distance to go in implementing standardized outcome measures in most clinical settings." Outcomes can be demonstrated through participation in such data collection efforts as the ASHA National Outcomes Measurement System (NOMS) Data Base and Physical Therapy Outcomes Registry. The onus will be on physical therapists to "demonstrate their value through the collection, review, and reporting of data that demonstrates the contribution of physical therapy to the overall outcome of care." The AOTA indicates that the "time is now to start thinking about protocols and clinical judgment to be sure that the profession of occupational therapy maximizes its impact on client's function, cognition and mental health." Evidenced-based outcomes and data based decision-making will "change the rules of the game" with post-acute rehabilitation legitimacy depending on how it adds value to overall patient outcomes. Therapist must ensure documentation specifies medical necessity and supports the skilled services provided. Per the Medicare guidelines, therapy services shall be of such a level of complexity that only a therapist could safely and effectively perform the services. Documentation that does not demonstrate medical necessity and skill jeopardizes access to therapy services for patients now and in the future. Clinicians will also need to take ownership and advocate for their profession in new value-based reimbursement models. The APTA urges therapists to "stay informed and engaged," with the shifts in value-based regulation and "push back on the notion that 'less' therapy is the way to go."

**Hospital/Department**

Post-acute value-based regulatory models will influence department/hospital rehabilitation services participation in value-based models and collaboration for clinical innovation. Post-acute participation in value-based models and partnerships with acute in provider networks and ACOs is essential with declining length of stay, increases in managed care, and outcomes based competition. In value-based outcomes based competition, size matters, reflecting CMS intent
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to "increase market competition and consumer choice within our programs to help control costs and ensure that our programs are available for future generations." Therefore hospitals will be focused on standardizing clinical pathways, allocating resources to initiatives that provide the highest probability of improving patient outcomes. Hospitals will also be focused on innovative approaches to identify and achieve value-based outcomes. For example, The Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago (IRF) rebranded to the Shirley Ryan AbilityLab and refocused to integrate research with care delivery. Ignite Medical Resorts is a new SNF provider in the market that focuses on high hospitality and technology in comparison to its 'archaic' competitors. Hospitals will be focusing on value-based partnership participation and innovation in care delivery to remain competitive in the market.

**Industry Level**

The value-based regulatory shift will significantly impact rehabilitation industry with pressures for research outcomes and advocacy partnerships. Value-based regulation "requires scientific evidence resulting from a robust research agenda and credible evidence stemming from patient cohort studies." The PTA indicates that the lack of advancement in research impedes care delivery. The AOTA emphasizes that the profession must expand our research to expand our impact. At the NIH Blue Ribbon Panel on Medical Rehabilitation Research, it is noted that "rehabilitation research is not thriving and that reforms are needed to assist people with injuries, illnesses, disabilities, and chronic conditions in order to maximize their ability to function, live independently, and return to work." There will be industry funding and focus to build "research capacity and infrastructure." The industry will also focus on increased "advocacy, lobbying, policy development, partnership (consumer groups/professional
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groups). Focus will be to ensure rehabilitation services are included within value-based payment models and other emerging health care delivery systems.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

As discussed, value-based regulation will impact micro and macro ecosystems of behavior from the individual clinician to the hospital system. Industry behavioral response to value-based care at every level of the ecosystem is critical in defining the value of PAC rehabilitation and "maximally minimizing the loss of meaningful clinical services." Industry behavioral response must not be predicated on regulatory incentive gaming in order to rebuild trust and ultimately reduce the overwhelming regulatory oversight burden. Demonstrated therapy provider decision-making has been predicated on financial incentives rather than clinical practice decisions. The copious number of therapy providers settling for false claims should thus forewarn and guide behavior as healthcare further advances with value-based regulatory models. If history repeats itself, rehabilitation services utilization will be significantly diminished. Value-based business models must be developed via a clinical, business, and regulatory compliance multipronged approach. Business decisions made in isolation of clinical and regulatory considerations can further damage trust with regulatory authorities and diminish utilization of services.

Standardized outcomes and research output on the effectiveness of rehabilitation within post-acute care for specific populations should be supported. Increased availability of outcomes may help shift away from stringent regulation oversight that prescribes therapy provision. The industry must improve, coordinate, and enhance research capacity infrastructure for rehabilitation research within all domains. Interagency collaboration will also be crucial for collaboration for rehabilitation research advancement along with partnership with government agencies to ensure trust rebuilding and future alignment. As innovation, data, and research outcomes are generated, collaborative efforts among "academicians, policy-makers, clinicians, and patients are necessary to ensure that resources should be allocated and applied in the most appropriate ways." These collaborative efforts will facilitate embedding evidenced based outcomes into policy and move industry away from arbitrary to evidence-based regulation.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, post-acute rehabilitation services value in value-based reimbursement models should not be as arbitrarily decided, as it appears to have been the case of post-acute PPS regulation.\textsuperscript{233} Rehabilitation services, including physical therapy (PT), occupational therapy (OT), and speech language pathology (SLP), are key components in preventing deconditioning, restoring functional status, and facilitating discharge to the community in the post-acute health care delivery system.\textsuperscript{234} What is the value of post-acute rehabilitation services? Unfortunately, little is known about what ingredients of the rehabilitation process produce the best outcomes, for which patient, and in what post-acute setting due to significant gaps in standardized tools and current research.\textsuperscript{235} It is of utmost urgency for PAC rehabilitation industry to demonstrate value through determination of best practice and quality outcomes as a critical part of a care delivery team. Regulation opposite of intent is to discard therapies as high cost services not of value.

